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The University of Queensland 
● Brisbane, Australia 
● Top 100 university 
● 35,000 Undergraduate Students 
● 13,000 Postgraduate Students 
● 4,000 teaching and research staff 
● 4,000 FTE other Staff 
 
UQ eSpace 
● The single authoritative source for 
the research outputs of the staff and 
students of the University of 
Queensland 
● Submission and archival home of 
UQ Research Higher Degree 
Theses in digital form 
UQ eSpace 
● Raises the visibility and accessibility of UQ publications to 
the wider world 
● Provides data for mandatory Government reporting 
requirements such as the Higher Education Research Data 
Collection (HERDC) and Excellence in Research for 
Australia (ERA) as well as for the internal UQ systems such 
as the Q-Index.  
● Operates as an institutional repository for open access 
publications and other digitised materials created by staff of 
the University such as print materials, photographs, audio 
materials, videos, manuscripts and other original works 

eSpace 
● Evolved from open repository. 
● Tool for publication analysis and 
collation 
● Currently push back to open 
repository 
 
 
eSpace 
● Fedora backend 
● Open source code base Fez 
adapted from Eventum 
● 10 year+ code base 
● Available Github 
● Php / MySql 
● Solr 
● Plan on removing Fedora 
 
APIs - In 
 
● Links AMR 
● Scopus 
● Web Of Science 
● SHERPA/RoMEO 
● ResearcherID 
● Ulrichs 
 
 
APIs - Out 
● CrossRef – Creating DOI’s 
● XML feeds  
o Trove - Content 
o ANDS – Data collections 
o Summons - Catalogue 
● AddThis 
● Altmetric 
● Google sitemap 



Handy features 

The Future 
● One full time developer 
● Risk of employee leaving 
● Moving to other software. On going 
costs. The need for management. 
 
Visualising University of 
Queensland Institutional Data 
What? 
● Authors application 
● Organisations application 
● Future - UQ wide application 
 
How? 
● Service Oriented Architecture 
● Amazon infrastructure 
● Laravel PHP backend 
● AngularJS + others/Bootstrap Frontend 
● Jenkins/Karma/PHPUnit 
● Datasets and APIs... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
   
 
The Elsevier Scopus Custom 
Dataset and InCites Dataset 
● Scopus Custom Dataset 
o ~19 million XML documents and counting 
o Dataset purchased for pulling specific statistics 
o Biannual updates 
 
● InCites Dataset 
o Pipe delimited text files 
o Link to download data periodically 
 
Allowed to utilise derived statistics so long as references 
provided 
What else could we do with the data when married with the data 
already in our institutional repository? 
 
 
 
 
Internal Staff Collaboration and 
Areas of Research 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D3.js/AngularJS 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
  
 
Country and Institutional 
Collaboration 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Google Charts/Maps/GeoCoding APIs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     
   
 
Paper Metrics and Citation History 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Highstock, Altmetric 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
   
Challenges of integrating external 
datasets 
 
 
● Data not provided in a database ready format 
 
● Data limited to certain years 
 
● Data provided periodically 
 
● Data is often dirty, authors and institutions identifiers 
sketchy 
 
● Asking the right questions 
 
● Collaboration with other areas of the university 
 
 
 
Jenkins 
Lessons learned 
● APIs often fail 
● Easy debugging and access 
● Undocumented and lost issues 
Thanks for listening! 
For further details: 
 
Come up and talk to us throughout the conference or... 
 
We’ll be doing a poster presentation and demonstration   
@ 6:30pm-8:30pm · Location: Kaisa House 
 
 
Aaron Brown <a.brown@library.uq.edu.au> 
 
Cameron Green <cam@uq.edu.au> 
 
 
Fin (land) 
